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KEY INSIGHTS
■■ While the current global market environment is undoubtedly extreme, it does not
require any fundamental shifts in investor behavior, in our view.
■■

■■

Although markets are cyclical, the primary forces that drive asset prices—greed
and fear—are timeless.
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We believe that disciplined portfolio managers who follow a sound and repeatable
investment process still can add value for their clients across market cycles.

N

ow that we have passed the
10‑year anniversary of the
launch of the International
Disciplined Equity Strategy (IDE), I
have been reflecting on the journey so
far and what I have learned from it—
lessons that I think are highly relevant
to investing today.

Although the denizens of every age
have viewed their era as unique and
different from the past, the truth is that
we do not live in exceptional times. We
are not special; our era is not special.
I believe the primary forces that drive
financial asset prices—greed and fear—
are timeless. Although the particular
stock, commodity, or asset class in
question may change, and the specific
reasons why bull markets begin and
end may change, we will always have
overvaluations and bubbles, followed
by corrections, fear, and, in some
cases, recession.
While the current global investment
environment is undoubtedly extreme—

featuring historically low bond yields,
interest rates at or near zero, record
fiscal and monetary stimulus, and
high debt—in my view, these are only
factors that need to be considered, not
monumental shifts in investor behavior
or how stocks are valued.
I believe that prudent portfolio
managers who understand these
timeless realities of investing can
add value for their clients across
market cycles. But having a sound
and repeatable investment process
is critical. In that sense, investing is
like boxing in many ways. We have
to bob and weave, doing our best to
avoid punches, while taking our shots
at attractive opportunities if and when
they appear.
To box effectively, one must have
stamina. Likewise, markets may
threaten to wear us out, forcing us to
“go the distance” when we would very
much like the fight to be over. But, by
sticking to our strengths and jabbing
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until we see an opening, I believe
skilled investors can take advantage
of their opponent’s weaknesses—the
cyclical extremes of greed and fear that
seem to be inherent in market behavior.
And so I offer these 10 thoughts for
investors to consider, distilled from my
experience over the past 10 years of
managing the IDE.
1. Compounding Is a
Powerful Force
This is a simple concept, often
overlooked in periods when returns

have been consistently strong but highly
relevant when markets turn volatile. For
any given percentage loss suffered
in a market decline, an even larger
percentage gain is required to get back
to even. In my view, the best defense
against this math is to focus on quality
companies—those that typically have
exhibited positive returns across past
market cycles, with durable free cash
flows and histories of strong corporate
governance and featuring relatively
attractive valuations. I believe investing
in such companies can help to mitigate
losses in market drawdowns, thus
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potentially preserving capital and letting
compounding work toward long‑term
portfolio growth, not against it (Figure 2).
2. Discipline and Patience
Are Virtues
Being an investor does not always
mean your only choice is what to buy,
but also when to buy. Sometimes, the
best investment is in time and patience.
Executing the analysis and identifying
attractive companies is half the battle.
Buying at the right price is the other half.
The key to seeking potential alpha, in
our view, is getting in at a low entry price.
Investors should stay patient, find the
right entry point, and let their entry price
do the heavy lifting from there.
3. Risks Should
Be Calculated
Skilled active management means
taking calculated risks, as the potential
to generate excess returns above
benchmarks and peer manager
averages typically requires a
willingness to be different. While no
investors will get every call correct, a
sound, repeatable, and tested process

builds confidence, which is the
foundation needed to take the right
risk at the right time and to stick with a
contrarian view even when the market
is temporarily moving the other way.
4. Boring Can Be Big
Looking at the IDE’s
best‑performing stocks over the past
decade, I’m struck by how many of
them could be considered “run‑of‑the
mill” names in the telecommunications,
financials, and consumer sectors. They
could even be described as boring.
What separated them from their peers,
in our view, was that we saw them as
predictable businesses with durable
cash flows, and we were able to obtain
them at attractive entry prices—creating
a potentially attractive risk/reward profile.
At the end of the day, investing is about
risk‑adjusted performance, not how
exciting a business story sounds.
5. Make Every Portfolio
Position Count
Investing isn’t just about owning the right
stock, but also owning enough of it. It’s
not just about avoiding mistakes, but
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not compounding a mistake by throwing
good money after bad. When investors
have conviction, that should be reflected
in their portfolios—big bets potentially
can lead to big returns. But if conviction
has waned and the risk/reward profile
supports only a small position, it would
be better to utilize that capital elsewhere.
6. Markets Can Move Faster
Than Fundamentals
Market valuations—such as price/
earnings ratios—tend to move quickly,
often much faster than company
fundamentals. Over the long term,
prices should reflect fundamentals,
not narratives. Investors should be
prepared to retest their thesis and trade
accordingly. The emphasis should be on
managing to risk/return potential, not to
holding periods.
7. Things Can Change—a Lot
There is a natural human tendency
to extrapolate. Investors tend to draw
straight lines into the future, and this is an
oversimplification. It’s not wise to assume
that what has worked in the past will
always work or that what has not worked
will never work in the future. Doing so
potentially means missed opportunities.
Every era will have its unique
characteristics—the most recent decade
was all about growth, technology, and
momentum, for example—but investors
shouldn’t let long‑standing trends blind
them to the potential for changes in
market leadership.
8. Be Macro Aware
Security selection can drive
sustainable return potential, but
understanding the macroeconomic
environment can be a powerful ally
for stock pickers. For example, the
structural decline of global interest rates
has been a key factor behind the IDE’s
underweight to banks in recent years.
Staying macro aware doesn’t require a
change in process, but it does suggest
tweaking the analysis to account for
the macro environment. Stocks do
not operate in a bubble, and excellent

companies still can find themselves in
the wrong place at the wrong time.
9. Expect the Unexpected
“Black swans”—unexpected
events that cannot be forecast—are
more common that we think. Just over
the past 10 years, we’ve seen a major
tsunami, Brexit, unprecedented central
bank policies, and a global pandemic.
Investors need to embrace the possibility
that unforeseen events might create
losses. Investors need to understand
the risk exposures—both direct and
indirect—of the businesses they own and
anticipate not just the potential upside
but the potential downside as well.
10. Conviction, Courage,
and Capital
Investors need to have conviction in
their investment process, the courage
to act on it, and the capital to see their
strategy through. The capital issue is
often overlooked. Whether it means
establishing a close partnership with
clients to ensure capital is not withdrawn
at the wrong time, or keeping dry
powder to act quickly when markets
move, access to capital is a key
component to successful investing.
Conclusions
Over the last 10 years I have sought to
apply these lessons in managing the
IDE portfolio. Our strategy first seeks to
preserve and grow capital. That is done
through investing in what we believe
are quality companies, purchased
at attractive valuations, across styles,
countries, and market capitalizations.
The risk/reward relationship is
incorporated in every step of our portfolio
construction process, from security
analysis and selection to macro awareness.
We seek to utilize a highly disciplined
approach to position sizing in a relatively
limited number of names with the goal of
driving alpha from stock selection.
Equity markets have experienced a
lot since the launch of the IDE, but
we believe the next decade is likely
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to be different from a market regime
perspective. If we look back at history, it
has not been often that the same trade
has worked for much longer than a
10‑year period. Growth and technology
have led the way over the past decade;
perhaps something else will take their
place in the coming one. Perhaps it will
be value. After an extended period of
disinflation or even outright deflation,
perhaps inflation will accelerate.

Whatever happens, we resist the
temptation to view market conditions
as “extraordinary”—requiring a new
investment approach that isn’t grounded
in business or economic fundamentals.
We will stay true to our style and process
and, above all, remain disciplined.

Key Risks—The following risks are materially relevant to the strategy highlighted in this material:
General Portfolio Risks
Capital risk—the value of your investment will vary and is not guaranteed. It will be affected by changes in the exchange rate
between the base currency of the portfolio and the currency in which you subscribed, if different.
Equity risk—in general, equities involve higher risks than bonds or money market instruments.
Geographic concentration risk—to the extent that a portfolio invests a large portion of its assets in a particular geographic area, its
performance will be more strongly affected by events within that area.
Hedging risk—a portfolio’s attempts to reduce or eliminate certain risks through hedging may not work as intended.
Investment portfolio risk—investing in portfolios involves certain risks an investor would not face if investing in markets directly.
Management risk—the investment manager or its designees may at times find their obligations to a portfolio to be in conflict with
their obligations to other investment portfolios they manage (although in such cases, all portfolios will be dealt with equitably).
Operational risk—operational failures could lead to disruptions of portfolio operations or financial losses.
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T. Rowe Price focuses on delivering investment management
excellence that investors can rely on—now and over the long term.
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